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The Mission of the ABA is to advocate, develop, and facilitate bicycling for Albertans.
The Vision of the ABA is to be the recognized authority and leader for bicycling in Alberta .

2012 Alberta Bicycle Association Annual General Meeting
September 29, 2012
3:00pm-4:30pm
University of Calgary
RM SS006
Minutes

Quorum was not achieved, agreed to reconvene at 4:15 pm at the same location

Awards were presented prior to the meeting starting.
Bill Almdal announced Kris Dahl as the 2012 scholarship recipient.
Tim Croft was announced as the 2012 President’s award recipient.

1. Review and Approval of Agenda
Motion to approve the agenda-Helen Bain/John Plant, carried
2. Approval of AGM Minutes September 24, 2011
Motion to approve the Minutes from September 24, 2011 as presented- Arnold Eaton/Brent Topilko- passed

3. Reports
3.1 Andy Holmwood- President
New path with staff, Board and committee members
Slight growth in participation, other stats looking positive
Key initiatives- policy review, continued support of Recreation & Transportation
2013 goals- strategic plan, Canada Summer game year looking forward to a reinvigorated provincial team
program
Thank you to staff and volunteer committee/Board members

3.2 Helen Bain- Vice President Administration
Have been professionally audited
Had a profit this year, was planned to recoup losses from 2011
Financials have been published on the ABA webpage and in the annual report circulated at the meeting

3.3 Shane Peterson- Vice President BMX
Provincial team riders did very well this year
Working on a Supercross track in Calgary but it is a ways away because of the expense, BC was the first to
host Nationals on a Supercross track
Privately funded not for profit group
Clubs continue to improve technical aspects of their tracks
US Sanction, USABMX, competing sanction in Canada (all in Ontario and most in BC) are setting their sights
on Alberta. At this time tracks still united in staying CCC.
Thank you to the staff at ABA

3.4 Adrienne Tibbitts- Vice President Racing
Thank you to the staff at ABA
Policy changes to women's racing categories in road, still need some changes but results positive so far.
Reason behind it was to make racing more attractive to women
Positive’s this year- changes to the provincial team, Phil Abbott is the new provincial coach
Number of women racing has increased.
Hiccups -only 2 DH races this year
Challenges-

gran fondos, want to embrace them as much as we can but is a bit of a struggle
Women's racing numbers
Difficult to get venues for Cross races
Need more commissaires

3.5 Karly Coleman- Vice President Recreation & Transportation
Jeff Grutz reported for Karly who was unable to attend
Aim is to make changes in the provincial government to make Alberta more bicycle friendly
R&T Committee attended the Velo City conference in Vancouver- speaking with delegates from all over
Committee members are now members of the Association of Bicycle Planners members
Survey in the works- would like to have a better feel for what types of cycling other ABA members participate in, other than racing
National organization for advocacy is in the works- initial focus- safe sidebars on delivery trucks
Meeting with minister of transportation in the next few months

3.6 Sandra Yaworski- Vice President Women's Cycling
not in attendance

Motion to approve reports as presented, excluding audit Jeff Davis/John Plant-carried

4.0 Items for Approval
4.1 Audited 2011 Financial Statements
Motion to adopt Financial Statements as presented- Arnold Eaton/Steve Baker

5.0 Elections
5.1President - 2 years
Helen Bain nominated Andy Holmwood- acclaimed
5.2 Vice President BMX- 2 years
Helen Bain/Arnold Eaton nominated- Shane Peterson- acclaimed

5.3 2 Members at Large-2 years
Kyle Husband nominated Erik Bakke
Helen Bain nominated John Plant
Adrienne Tibbitts nominated Steve Baker

Erik Bakke & Steve Baker Elected

5.4 3 Racing Committee Members- 2 years
Arnold Eaton nominated John Plant- acclaimed
Brent Topilko nominated Kyle Husband- acclaimed
Adrienne Tibbitts nominated Brent Topilko- acclaimed
John Nutbrown nominated Erik Bakke- declined

5.5 1 BMX Committee Member- 2 years
Chris Bullivant nominated John Lavorato- acclaimed
Dale Tuchscherer nominated Chris Bullivant-declined

2 Financial Auditors- 1 year
John Plant nominated Federation of Calgary Communities as auditor- acclaimed
6.0 Other Business
Recognition for departing members- Jeff Davis, long time member, Guri Randawa and Jim Smith from the racing committee and a thank you to all members, by Andy Holmwood

7.0 Adjournment
Motion to adjourn- Michael Pinkoski 4:17 pm

President’s Report – 2013 Andy Holmwood

President’s Report – Andy Holmwood

The 2013 cycling season approaches its conclusion with significant highlights in a variety of areas. This will certainly be a season to be remembered for many, many reasons.

On the development front we can be confident that our sport continues to grow. The growing focus on youth development,
additional to the continuing activities of the BMX sector, has been exciting with a number of clubs in various locations adding
to the long-standing efforts of the Juventus and Calgary Cycling Centre programs. In particular, mountain bike has enjoyed
renewed enthusiasm at the youth level, with the Trailblazers youth racing series very well received in its inaugural season.
Meanwhile, BMX and track numbers remain stable; cyclo-cross continues to grow, and road will surely be invigorated by the
recent Tour of Alberta.

Board activities over the past year have focused on strategic planning and administration. Our cohesive group of board and
committee members developed an exciting new strategic plan, setting priorities and direction for the ABA through 2017. On
the administration front the ABA re-opened, after leaving in 2007, an office in Calgary at Canada Olympic Park. The office
serves not only as workplace for Calgary-based staff, but as a meeting centre for local volunteers. In addition, the association
enjoys a strong financial position and has done well managing budgets under the guidance of VP Administration Helen Bain.

Many exciting athletic achievements highlighted the past season. These achievements include: paralympian Jaye Milley, winner of a World Championship bronze medal on the road; junior road and track racer Kinley Gibson, whose results included a
silver medal at the World Track Championships, two gold medals at the Pan Am Championships, and numerous National
Championship road and track medals; road racer Kris Dahl, who won Alberta’s first Canada Games medal since 2005 and enjoyed an impressive professional debut at the Tour of Alberta; and finally mountain biker Corey Wallace, who won the National Marathon championship. Congratulations to Phil Abbott and Dale Tuchscherer for their efforts leading Team Alberta,
and all other coaches involved in Team Alberta programs for their efforts and commitment.

The stature of cycling as a legitimate form of transportation and an important form of recreation for Albertans continues to
grow. The significant, enduring work of our Recreation and Transportation Committee over the past several years is paying
off. A big thank-you is due Karly Coleman and her group of committed volunteers for their efforts.
In closing, I offer my sincere thanks to the staff, under the leadership of Heather Lothian, board, and committees of the ABA.
As a result of strong governance, leadership, and management our association maintains a focus on cycling and sport development, rather than on crises of governance, administration, and finance that have beset other provincial cycling associations.

Vice President Recreation & Transportation – Karly Coleman
The Recreation and Transportation Committee continues to work on moving the cyclist-on-roadways agenda forward with the
Province of Alberta.

To this end we have been working with the
Trails Paths Routes Advisory Committee in Edmonton,
Alberta Transportation department,
City of Calgary,
TransCanada Trails,
TrailNet, and
Legacy Trail discussions
Events (MEC Bikefests in Calgary and Edmonton, Tour of Alberta CanBike sessions)

We presented a well-received talk to the Alberta Transportation group in Edmonton, thanks to Don Hollingshead and Jeff
Gruttz who coordinated it.

ABA Rec and Trans also funded the recent Alberta Bicycle Commuter Conference in Red Deer, which is to be an annual event.
We recommend that ABA continue to support this initiative as it gives us direct contact with a wide range of cyclists, outside
of the racing forum.

We continue with our membership to the Association for Pedestrian and Bicycle Professionals (APBP), which gives our Rec and
Trans Committee access and connections to a wide range of resources. These resources include contacts with other bicycle
professionals across Canada and the United States and teleconferences on the economic impact of bicycles, why women do
(n’t) ride, etc.

Chief Commissaire’s Report – Geordie Ma
A reflective look back at the 2013 season must start with a moment to pause and remember our friend and colleague,
Arnold Eaton. Arnold was a very active member of our commissaire college, and willingly gave of his time to all cycling
disciplines. Arnold’s passing has left a large hole in our team, and one that won’t easily be replaced. He will be missed.
This past racing season has sped by in a great blur. I’m not sure if that was because it was my first year in the role, or because of the high pace we maintained through the year. I entered this role last year making a commitment to myself to
make strides to improve our commissaire training and advance the skills of our college as a whole. I feel we have made
some progress and have started down the right path.



We held entry level commissaire courses in all three disciplines (Road, MTB, and BMX). Our course conductors (Loyal Ma, Mike Pinkoski and myself) committed to revamping our course delivery and focus on setting
our new commissaires off on the right foot.



We held our second “Chief Commissaire Summit” which once again proved to be a highly valuable gathering of some of our more senior commissaires in the province. This meeting gave us an opportunity to review changes in the UCI / CCC / ABA rulebooks and discuss an officiating standard that was to be implemented across the province.



We were able to send our course conductors out on mentoring assignments to events throughout the province. This provided the opportunity to continue the mentoring and education process beyond the one day
classroom session. Through this effort we hoped to increase the confidence of our working commissaires,
providing them with an opportunity to receive instruction in the field. This also allowed for the critical step
of evaluating several commissaires who were deemed to be in training and promote them to full commissaire status.



The Tour of Alberta offered up many commissaire development opportunities that allowed us to expose
several commissaires to the inner workings of an international caliber event. Three of our commissaires
(Andy Holmwood, Jim Smith and Bernie Fagnan) were assigned to the commissaires panel and were able to
work closely with the UCI and National level commissaires brought in for the event. Other commissaires
took advantage of the “Caravan 101” training or helped out with the event in other capacities. And we also
intended to place two commissaires in the development program offered by Alberta Peleton and Cycling
Canada that allowed aspiring National level commissaires the opportunity to participate in a “ride-a-long”
with the Tour of Alberta panel. Unfortunately due to injury and scheduling conflicts we missed out on this
opportunity for this year, but will most definitely be taking advantage of this great development opportunity next year.

Vice President Racing– Adrienne Tibbits
This year was quite a big one for the Alberta. Despite the setbacks of natural disaster at home, there was more than
enough racing excitement to keep us all going hard throughout the summer.

The Canadian Road Championships showed the nation just how hard we work here, with Kinley Gibson enjoying podium
gold in both the ITT and Criterium and a bronze in the road race. Both Liah Harvie and Sara Poidevin chasing hard and
finishing comfortably in the top third overall. We also watched Jaye Milley keep center stage on the podium with gold in
both the ITT and road race. Kinley also did Alberta (and Canada) proud, finishing consistently high in the standings at the
Junior Track Championships. Jaye kept going strong, finishing on the podium at the World Road Para Championships in
late August.

At home, riders were given an opportunity to race for a spot to race with pro cycling team, SmartStop p/b Mountain
Khakis during the inaugural Tour of Alberta. Kristofer Dahl took home this opportunity of a lifetime during the Banff Bike
Fest and grabbed a spot on stage as a homegrown hero of the tour. The tour followed an impressive amount of work for
Kris at the Canada Summer Games, where he grabbed a bronze in the criterium.

The Canada Summer Games provided some unforgettable experience to our provincial team. With grueling courses and
tough competition, it goes to show Alberta grows some great and tenacious talent. Our provincial coach, Philippe Abbott,
kept busy, ensuring the team had everything they needed to keep going amidst intermittent rain and technical issues. I
had the great privilege of joining our team in Quebec and recommend catching this level of sport whenever you can. It is
an amazing experience for young people in Canada.

Despite the detriment of losing some of our favorite mountain trails and needing to restructure a few weeks of road training, the racing community stayed strong and continued to enjoy a great summer of racing and enjoyment in this sport.
Downhill racing took a hit locally, with access to favorite spots impossible for some time. This didn’t stop a great National
Championship from happening just next door in Panorama. Sadly, numbers for the Provincial Downhill (and the rest of the
series) was very low for an excellently organized and fun event. New faces do
continue to pop up.
2013 Event Overview

2013 Event Participation
Discipline

Total # of Participants

BMX

3360

Cyclo-Cross(2012)

1459

MTB– DH

83

MTB– XC

1106

MTB-Trailblazers

449

Road

1566

Track

65

Discipline

# of Events

BMX

11

Cyclo Cross

13 (scheduled)

MTB– DH

2

MTB-Marathon

2

MTB– XC

6

MTB-Trailblazers

8

Road

3

Stage Race

7

Track

3

Midweek Mayhem in Calgary saw the first ever female only race, in addition to three other category options, encouraging
people of all abilities to get involved. The birth and success of the Trailblazers program has opened doors for youth understand racing in a safe and educational environment. Encouraging youth is important and we all have a role to play in build-

ing up the younger generation in our stead.

The Tour of Alberta was no small feat – and I could go on for pages about it. It was an incredible honour to be involved
and to watch such a high level of racing go down in our backyard. Thousands of people lined the route, right from the
very beginning, marking this as a successful and well received experience for all of Alberta.

I give a well deserved nod in the direction of volunteers, from organizers to course marshals. There is no possible way we
cold have pulled off the summer we did without the thousands of people involved to make local races and our first pro
race go off without a hitch. Thank you so much for your enthusiasm and dedication to the sport!

While the sadness of seeing the box of trainer tires ready for stocking sets in, I am excited to see what 2014 holds for our
membership and the cycling community as a whole. Thank you for your participation and hard work and I wish our racers
all the best in the remaining cross season through to next year.

Adrienne Tibbitts

Vice President BMX-Shane Peterson
Traditionally the BMX season has fit nicely within the confines of the calendar year. However, this past year we saw the
season start immediately after the last AGM of Alberta Bicycle Association. We actually enjoyed a full winter racing season, an indoor season that started before the end of 2012.

This is due to the extremely hard work of a very small group of people. The effort of operating a temporary track in a
rented building is immense and even more daunting than running an outdoor track on permanent grounds and facilities.
A track must be funded, designed, dirt has to be obtained (it is surprisingly difficult to obtain this primary component),
the dirt must be cleaned, licenses issued, races organized and all this must be done not at a facility that is a convenient
five or ten minute drive from the key personnel’s homes. No, all this is done by a group that has to drive winter road conditions two and three times per week to a location that is over an hour from home. So a huge thank you must go out to
all those involved in that effort and the challenge to keep it going.

The Alberta Indoor Cycling Centre is the envy of bmx groups across Canada. I found myself being contacted regularly by
BMX administrators of other provinces asking: How do we do it? What is the structure of BMX in Alberta that is unique to
this province that affords that ability to organize this and continue to grow and prosper? And how do we do this in uniformity?

Alberta is the only province in Canada that is not fractured or split to some degree. All of our tracks/clubs and therefore
all of our riders affiliate through Alberta Bicycle Association and Cycling Canada Cyclisme. Whereas other provinces are
either split or their tracks in their entirety sanction through a body that does not return any revenue that they receive to
racing in Canada. This is revenue that is essential for coaching, athlete, facility and official development. This is also revenue that affords us (in part) to operate Alberta Indoor Cycling Centre, a facility that lost fewer riding days due to weather
in six months of winter operation than any single outdoor club in Alberta lost in the first two months of the summer season on their permanent track.

While we may hold certain aspects that are the envy of other jurisdictions we are not without our struggles. Membership
has more or less reached a plateau in recent years. This can certainly partly be accredited to a lack of support at the club
level by our BMX Committee. This is definitely an area where we need to work harder. Commitments were made last year
to the clubs that were not followed up on sufficiently. Going forward I would like to address this shortcoming and try to
support the clubs better in generating more membership.

Growing membership is the key to succeeding with many of our programs. We have been successful in the past with talent identification through a very successful provincial team program, but in order to continue to grow that program, and
to generate more and better coaches, riders and officials we need more membership. Membership growth is also the key
to a successful indoor facility. This is because the winter season is still viewed somewhat as an offseason for bmx’ers and
while the facility does get well used there is a critical mass of die hards that use it in regularity. In order for it to grow and
flourish we need to grow at the grass roots so that the ‘critical mass’ grows too. Because of the somewhat tenuous situation with the indoor and its vital importance in the development of BMX in Alberta, Calgary Supercross Association has
agreed to table its efforts to build a supercross facility in Alberta and lend its support to Alberta Indoor Cycling Centre
until it is a proven success with stability for years to come. Once the indoor facility is secure on an ongoing basis then Calgary Supercross will revert its efforts to supporting the next step in BMX development in Alberta – that of building the
Olympic style track necessary for development of world cup riders and competition facilities.

In 2014 I predict that the lack of bmx unification in other provinces, the split in the political landscape mentioned above,
may come to head such that we in Alberta may be pulled into somewhat of a bmx political vacuum. The BMX Committee
will be looking to CCC for strong leadership in this arena and will be working hard to ensure that Alberta remains stable
and strong, continuing to be the envy of Canada with or without any new or outside affiliations or partnerships. Rest
assured the primary focus of the committee will remain to support the best interests of the Albertan BMX racing community for its continued growth into the foreseeable future.

